
MyID version 11.2 is now generally available to all customers and partners, new 

features provided include:
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OPACITY support

The Open Protocol for Access Control   
Identification and Ticketing with privacy   
(OPACITY) provides a secure, high speed   
contactless interface for smart cards.

On a PIV card this allows contactless access to 
user certificates, enabling them to be used for 
operations such as NFC communication with a 
smartphone and PKI at the door.

MyID allows cards to be issued enabled for   
OPACITY, including support for the generation of 
OPACITY pairing codes, which when used enforce 
a card is first ‘paired’ with an end-point device 
before communication is allowed.

MyID supports the personalisation of OPACITY 
Zero Key Management (ZKM) on IDEMIA ID-One 
PIV cards. 

IDEMIA secure PIN entry

MyID now supports IDEMIA Secure PIN Entry 
(SPE), which protects the user PIN and PUK (used 
for PIN unlock) by creating a secure encrypted 
channel between the client device and the card.

SPE is available as an optional extension to   
OPACITY and provides additional protection over 
the contact interface.

Chip type display

The Identify Card workflow now displays the chip 
type for the card.

This provides additional information on the  
exact type of card that was issued, for example if  
secure PIN entry was enabled, which may help in  
troubleshooting interoperability with third party 
systems. 

Searchable smart card integration guide

The smart card integration guide has now been 
migrated to HTML format.

This makes it easier to search for relevant   
information within the document.

Updates to iOS keychain provisioning

With the introduction of iOS 12.2, Apple changed 
the way keys are provisioned to the system  
keychain, meaning MyID no longer provided users 
with the correct instructions.

The instructions displayed by MyID have now been 
updated to provide the correct information  
relevant to the version of iOS that is being used.

Please refer to the documentation provided with the MyID 

v11.2.0 product release for further details on the new features.
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